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Abstract: With the huge demand for new effective drugs there is large need for computational methods capable of
quick preselection of potential drugs before they are chemically and biologically tested. Particularly, with the latest
outbreak of coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 pandemic, there is urgent need to preselect number of
potential small molecule drugs that are already approved for other purposes and are clinically tested on infected
people with variety of success. The already established Resonant Recognition Model (RRM) proposes that
selectivity of biological interactions and functions between proteins, DNA/RNA, is based on resonant
electromagnetic energy between interacting macromolecules at the specific frequency for the specific
interaction/function. However, this approach cannot be applied for selective specific interactions between proteins
and small molecules (potential drugs), as small molecules are not linear sequential molecules. Here, we extended the
RRM model to small molecules interaction with proteins proposing that energy frequencies of free electrons in small
molecules are the most relevant for their resonant recognition and interaction with proteins. This extended RRM
model is firstly tested here with couple of natural examples to explain and support the model, following with
application to already approved drugs, which are also potential COVID-19 drugs including remdesivir, chloroquine
and hydroxychloroquine. This newly extended RRM model opens new avenues for biochemistry and pharmaceutical
industry in analyzes of small molecule – protein interaction, and consequently in preselection of new drugs and drug
design in general.
Keywords: Drug Design, Small Molecules, Resonant Energy, Bioelectromagnetism, Resonant Recognition Model,
SARS-Cov-2, COVID-19, Hydroxychloroquine, Chloroquine, Remdesivir
Introduction
With the huge developments within pharmaceutical
industry towards finding the whole variety of
effective drugs (small molecules), there is large
demand for pre-selective computational methods
capable of quick preselection of small molecules
before they are chemically and biologically tested.
Such quick preselection method would significantly
narrow down number of potential molecular
candidates that would need to be experimentally
tested and thus would enormously save resources,
time and costs involved in discovery of new drugs,
and consequently would provide quicker and better
health outcomes. One of examples could be
preselection of possible drugs for COVID-19.
SARS-CoV-2 virus is rapidly growing viral infection
causing coronavirus disease COVID-19, which has
spread all around the world as pandemic with
enormous number of people infected and large

number of fatalities. With such pandemic there is
major need and rush to find either cure or vaccine.
One of the quickest approaches is to test existing
already approved and safe drugs for possibility of
their activity against SARS-CoV-2 virus. Along those
lines, it has been quoted in reference [1]:
―Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine have garnered
unprecedented attention as potential therapeutic
agents against COVID-19 following several small
clinical trials, uncontrolled case series and public
figure endorsement‖. Those two drugs have been
labeled as potential game changers, although the
mechanisms of their activity are not yet known [2].
Chloroquine has been extensively used for prevention
and treatment of malaria, as well as the treatment of
autoimmune conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis
and systemic lupus [3-4], while hydroxychloroquine
was later introduced due to its superior safety profile
[4]. In vitro and in vivo experimental data for the use
of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine against
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SARS-CoV-2 so far have been summarized in review
article [1]. Although hydroxychloroquine and
chloroquine have been already successfully tested in
number of clinical trials with COVID-19 patients [2],
the mechanism of their actions against SARS-CoV-2
virus are not yet known. In addition, remdesivir drug
as small molecule, which has been previously
approved for treatment for number of retroviruses,
has been recently also approved for treatment of
COVID-19 in some countries. Remdesivir inhibits
production of viral RNA, but the mechanism of how
it is happening is not yet well explained. To analyze
interaction between small molecules as potential
drugs and related proteins, we are introducing here
the extended version of the Resonant Recognition
Model (RRM), which is based on resonant
electromagnetic energy transfer between interacting
biomolecules.
We
have
previously
established
Resonant
Recognition Model (RRM) for analyzes of protein
interactions with other proteins, DNA/RNA, which
takes into account functionality of those
macromolecules and is based on periodicities
(frequencies) within distribution of free electron
energies along these macromolecules [5-17]. With
electron charge moving through protein, DNA/RNA
backbone passing different free electron energies
within different side groups (amino acids or
nucleotides) electromagnetic radiation or absorption
of frequency related to distribution of energies of free
electrons along macromolecular backbone will be
produced. The RRM model considers long distance
recognition, as it proposes that these electromagnetic
frequencies characterize specificity of recognition
and interaction between protein, DNA/RNA and their
targets through resonant energy transfer on distance
between interacting macromolecules.
However, this already established RRM approach
cannot be applied for interactions between proteins
and small molecules, as small molecules are not
linear sequential molecules. Still, we propose that
small molecules also recognize on the distance and
interact with proteins through electromagnetic
resonant energy transfer enabling specific biological
activity. To expand the idea of electromagnetic
resonant recognition to small molecules and their
interaction with proteins, we have here extended
RRM model by calculating electromagnetic
frequencies of free electron energies within the small
molecule and comparing these frequencies with RRM
characteristic frequencies for relevant interacting
proteins.
This manuscript is aimed to present for the first time
new biophysical model and calculations for
interaction between small molecules and proteins.
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We firstly test the extended RRM model with couple
of natural examples to explain and support these
calculations, following with application to already
approved drugs, which are also potential COVID-19
drugs including remdesivir, chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine for their ability to interact with
viral proteins and thus interfere with viral infection.
The extended RRM model, as new concept, presented
within this manuscript can be used in large number of
examples in pharmacology and biotechnology.
Methods
Resonant Recognition Model (RRM)
The Resonant Recognition Model (RRM) is
biophysical model that can analyze interaction and
recognition between proteins and their protein,
DNA/RNA targets [5-12]. The RRM model is based
on the findings that certain periodicities (frequencies)
within the distribution of energy of delocalized
electrons along protein, DNA/RNA molecule are
critical for protein, DNA/RNA biological function
and/or interaction with their targets. If charge transfer
through these macromolecules is introduced, then
charge moving through macromolecular backbone
can produce electromagnetic radiation, absorption
and resonance with spectral characteristics
corresponding to energy distribution.
The RRM model enables for these spectral
characteristics to be calculated by assigning each
amino acid physical parameter representing the
energy of delocalized electrons of each amino acid.
Comparing Fourier spectra of this energy
distributions by using cross-spectral function, it has
been found that proteins sharing the same biological
function/interaction share the same periodicity
(frequency) within energy distribution along the
macromolecule. Furthermore, it was shown that
interacting proteins and their targets share the same
characteristic frequency, but opposite phase [5-12].
Thus, it has been proposed that the RRM frequencies
characterize, not only general function, but also
recognition and interaction between the specific
macromolecule and its target, which then can be
considered as resonant recognition [5-12]. This could
be achieved through resonant energy transfer on
distance between the interacting macromolecules
through oscillations of electromagnetic field. Since
there is evidence that proteins, DNA/RNA have
certain conducting or semi-conducting properties,
electrical charge moving through the macromolecular
backbone and passing different energy stages caused
by different amino acid or nucleotide side groups, can
produce
sufficient
conditions
for
specific
electromagnetic radiation or absorption. The
frequency range of this field depends on charge
velocity and distance between side groups. The RRM
proposes that charge is travelling through
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macromolecular backbone at the velocity estimated at
7.87x105m/s [5-12]. For this velocity and the distance
between amino acids in protein backbone, which is
3.8Å, the frequency range obtained for protein
interactions was estimated to be in the range of
1013Hz up to 1015Hz. Therefore, the estimated range
for both amino acid and nucleotide macromolecules
includes far infra-red, infra-red and visible up to
ultra-violet light spectrum.
To support this idea, we have compared our
computational predictions with number of published
experimental results [5-9,13-17]. These comparisons
have shown strong linear correlation between
frequencies, as calculated using the RRM model and
experimentally measured characteristic frequencies,
with the slope factor of K=201 [5-9,13-17]. This
correlation can be represented as following:
λ = K / frrm
where λ is the wavelength of light radiation in
nanometres (nm), which can influence particular
biological process, frrm is RRM numerical frequency
and K is coefficient of this linear correlation.
The RRM concept, proposing that specific
frequencies of electromagnetic radiation are critical
for macromolecular activities and interactions, has
been experimentally tested on electromagnetic
frequencies activating l-lactate dehydrogenase [18],
photon emission from dying melanoma cells [19],
photon emission from lethal and non-lethal Ebola
strains [20], JAK-STAT signalling pathway [21], as
well as more recently on osteoblastic differentiation
of stem cells by photo bio-modulation [17]. Even
more, the RRM model, for the first time, explains
how and why external blue light can be used in
treatment of Crigler–Najjar syndrome [15]. This
means that, by radiating the whole body with specific
RRM frequency, the desired health and medical
effects can be achieved.
Bearing all this in mind, we propose that the RRM
concept is an excellent predictor for proteins and
DNA/RNA
selective
interactions,
biological
processes, and pathways in living cells. In our
previous work, we have calculated large number of
specific frequencies for different protein and
DNA/RNA biological functions and interactions [517].
Extended Resonant Recognition Model for Small
Molecules
While our previously established Resonant
Recognition Model (RRM), is able to calculate
resonant recognition and interaction frequencies for
linear macromolecules like proteins, DNA/RNA, the
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biggest challenge is how to calculate resonant
recognition and interaction frequencies between
small molecules and linear macromolecules like
proteins. It is well known that small molecules also
selectively interact with proteins and thus, we have
extended the idea of Resonant Recognition Model
(RRM) to small molecules proposing that such
selective interactions between small molecules and
proteins are also based on resonant energy transfer.
For that purpose, we propose that energies of free
electrons in small molecules are the most relevant for
such resonant energy transfer. The energies of free
electrons within small molecules can be calculated as
the electron-ion interaction pseudo-potential (EIIP) of
small molecule using the following semi-empirical
formula as developed by Veljkovic [22-24]:
< k + q |w| k > = 0.25 x Z x sin (π x 1.04 x Z) / (2 x π)
where q is change of momentum of delocalized
electron in the interaction with potential w (EIIP) in
Rydberg (Ry = 2.18 x 10-18 [J]), while Z is average
valence number over the whole small molecule as:
Z = (Σ Zi) / N
where Zi is the number of valence electrons of the ith component of small molecule and N is the total
number of atoms in the amino acid.
Once when energy of free electrons within small
molecules have been calculated, we have used
Einstein’s equation to calculate frequencies related to
these energies:
E=hxf
where E is energy [J] of free electrons within small
molecule, h (h = 6.626 x 10-34 [Js]) is Planck constant
and f is corresponding frequency [1/s].
As biological processes and related molecular
interactions are not occurring in vacuum, but within
biological tissue with different refractive indexes, it is
more appropriate to use de Broglie formula as
follows:
λ = (h x c) / E in vacuum, where c is speed of light (c
= 2.998 x 108 [m/s])
λ = (h x v) / E in other materials, where v is speed of
light in other materials
where λ is wavelength of light, h is Planck constant,
E is energy of free electrons within small molecule.
To calculate λ in [nm] the speed of light in [nm] is c
= 2.998 x 1017 [nm/s]. To take into account that
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energy of free electrons within small molecules is
calculated in [Ry] this energy must be presented into
[J] as follows:

λ[nm] = (6.626 x 10-34 [Js] x 2.998 x 1017 [nm/s]) /
(E[Ry] x 2.18 x 10-18 [J/Ry])

where: fsm is numerical RRM frequency
corresponding
to
electromagnetic
radiation
resonances due to energies of free electrons within
small molecules, K=201 is coefficient in nm
previously semi empirically identified to characterize
the relationship between RRM frequencies and
related electromagnetic radiation wavelengths, E is
energy of free electrons within small molecules, h is
Planck constant, c is speed of light, n is refraction
index in biological materials.

All biological processes and interactions are taking
place within biological materials and thus speed of
light will depend on refraction index within
biological materials:
v=c/n
where n is refraction index of biological materials.

The hypothesis, that wavelengths (frequencies)
produced by energies of free electrons within small
molecules are critical for small molecules biological
functions and their recognition and interaction with
proteins, has been tested here in couple of natural
examples and applied to potential COVID-19 drugs.

For water refraction index is 1.33, while for
biological materials refraction index is: for cell
membranes 1.46-1.60, for cytoplasm 1.35-1.39 and
for proteins 1.36-1.55 [25]. Thus, for biological
materials wavelength of light λb is:

Results
Interaction
between
Cannabinoids
and
Cannabinoid Receptors
Cannabinoid receptors as part of the
endocannabinoid system are involved in control of
number of physiological processes including
appetite, pain and pleasure sensation, immune
system, mood, and memory [26]. Cannabinoid
receptors are activated by interaction with small
molecules from three major groups of ligands:
endocannabinoids (produced by the mammalian
organisms), plant cannabinoids, and synthetic
cannabinoids [27]. There are two main subtypes of
cannabinoid receptors: CB1 and CB2, which are
expressed in different tissue types [27]. However,
there are additional receptors that can selectively
bind to cannabinoids, for example: GPR55, which
is produced within brain and TRPV1, which acts
as ionotropic endocannabinoid receptor with
central neuro modulatory effects. We have
analyzed all cannabinoid receptors, as well as
cannabinoid receptor suppressor CNRIP1, with the
aim to find out the RRM characteristics related to
cannabinoid biological function.

E[J] = E[Ry] x 2.18 x 10-18 [J/Ry]
Thus, for vacuum:

λb[nm] = (6.626 x 10-34 [Js] x 2.998 x 1017 [nm/s]) /
(n x E[Ry] x 2.18 x 10-18 [J/Ry])
where n is refraction index of biological materials. As
stated above the refraction index of biological
materials is within the range of 1.35-1.60 [25].
Bearing in mind all the above, we hypothesize here
that wavelengths (frequencies) produced by energies
of free electrons within small molecules are critical
for small molecule biological functions and their
recognition and interaction with proteins. We propose
here that small molecules are recognizing and
interacting with proteins through resonance at the
same characteristic frequency (wavelength). To be
able to compare resonant frequencies of small
molecules, with resonant RRM frequencies, we can
convert λb[nm] into the RRM frequency, as related
RRM frequency for small molecules can be presented
using the formula below:
fsm = K[nm] / λb[nm]
where K=201 is coefficient in [nm] previously semiempirically identified to characterize the relationship
between
RRM
frequencies
and
related
electromagnetic radiation wavelengths, as explained
above [5-8].
Thus, the RRM resonant frequency of small
molecules can be calculated as follows:
fsm = (K x E)/ (h x (c / n))
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To achieve above, we have used the RRM model
to analyze cannabinoid receptors and related
suppressor, with the aim of finding out which
electromagnetic
resonant
frequencies
are
characterizing interaction between cannabinoids as
small molecules and related cannabinoid receptors
as proteins. To find out the RRM characteristic
frequency characterizing the biological function of
cannabinoid receptors, we have analyzed, using
RRM cross-spectral function, cannabinoid
receptors: CB1, CB2, GPR55, TRPV1 and
CNRIP1 suppressor proteins, from UniProt
database, as listed in Appendix. The most
prominent common frequency has been found at
fn=0.3174±0.0024, as presented in Figure 1,
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characterizing cannabinoid receptors biological
function, which is activated by interaction with
cannabinoid small molecules.

Figure 1. RRM cross-spectrum of cannabinoid
receptors and suppressor proteins. The common
RRM
characteristic
frequency
is
at
fn=0.3174±0.0024. RRM frequency range for
cannabinoid small molecule between 0.30-0.33
highlighted in yellow.
On the other hand, using the chemical formula for
cannabinoid small molecule (C21H30O2), we have
calculated energy of free electrons within
cannabinoid small molecule to be at En=0.0942Ry.
For this energy and refraction index for cell
membranes (receptors are within cell membrane),
between 1.46–1.60 [25], we have calculated the
corresponding RRM frequency for cannabinoid
small molecule to be between 0.30-0.33, as
highlighted in yellow in Figure 1. All intermediate
calculations for cannabinoid small molecule using
formulas presented within Methods section have
been presented within Table 1. Strikingly, this
RRM frequency range for small molecule
(cannabinoid) overlaps characteristic RRM
frequency for related receptors, which is at
fn=0.3174±0.0024. As there is common frequency
between characteristic RRM frequency of
cannabinoid receptors and RRM frequency for
cannabinoid small molecules, we propose that
frequency fn=0.3174±0.0024 is characterizing
interaction between cannabinoids as small
molecules and related cannabinoid receptors as
proteins. Such result confirms our hypothesis that
interaction between small molecules and related
receptors/proteins
is
based
on resonant
electromagnetic recognition at specific frequency.
Interaction between Kainic Acid and
Glutamate Kainic Receptors
Glutamate receptors exist mostly in the central
nervous system on the membranes of neuronal and
glial cells, as synaptic and non-synaptic receptors
[28]. They are activated by binding to glutamate
released into the synaptic cleft by presynaptic cells.
There are number of experiments showing variety
of nerve cells that express glutamate receptors and
their interaction with glutamate [29,30]. Kainate
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receptors, as subgroup of glutamate receptors are
classified as non-NMDA-type receptors and they
are selectively activated by kainic acid (kainate).
Kainate is potent neuroexcitatory small molecule
that acts by activating glutamate receptors [31].
We have used the RRM model to analyze
glutamate kainic receptors, with the aim of finding
out which electromagnetic resonant frequencies
are characterizing interaction between kainic acid
(kainate) as small molecules and related glutamate
kainic receptors as proteins. To find out the RRM
characteristic frequency characterizing the
biological function of glutamate kainic receptors,
we have analyzed, using RRM cross-spectral
function, glutamate kainic receptors, from UniProt
database, as listed in Appendix. The most
prominent common frequency has been found at
fk=0.1143±0.0008, as presented in Figure 2,
characterizing
glutamate
kainic
receptors
biological function, which is activated by
interaction with kainic acid (kainate) small
molecules.

Figure 2. RRM cross-spectrum of glutamate kainic
receptors. The common RRM characteristic
frequency is at fk=0.1143±0.0008. RRM
frequency range for kainic small molecule between
0.10-0.11 highlighted in yellow.
On the other hand, using the chemical formula for
kainic acid (C10H15NO4) as small molecules, we
have calculated energy of free electrons within
these small molecules to be at Ek=0.0304Ry. For
this energy and refraction index for cell
membranes (receptors are within cell membrane),
between 1.46–1.60 [25], we have calculated the
corresponding RRM frequencies to be for kainic
small molecule between 0.10-0.11, as highlighted
in yellow in Figure 2. All intermediate calculations
for kainate small molecule using formulas
presented within Methods section have been
presented within Table 1. This RRM frequency
range for small molecules (kainic) overlaps
characteristic RRM frequency, with marginal error
of calculation, for related receptors at
fk=0.1143±0.0008. As there is common frequency
between characteristic RRM frequency of
glutamate kainic receptors and RRM frequency for
kainic small molecules, we propose that frequency
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fk=0.1143±0.0008 is characterizing interaction
between kainic acid (kainate) as small molecules
and related glutamate kainic receptors as proteins.
Such result confirms again our hypothesis that
interaction between small molecules and related
receptors/proteins
is
based
on resonant
electromagnetic recognition at specific frequency.
Interaction between Remdesivir and Retroviral
Protease Proteins
So far, we have shown, in examples above, the
possibility that interaction between small
molecules and related receptors/proteins is based
on resonant electromagnetic recognition at specific
frequency. The next step is to test this hypothesis
on an example of remdesivir drug as small
molecule, which has been already approved for
treatment of retroviruses. Remdesivir inhibits
production of viral RNA and the mechanism how
it is happening is not yet well explained. Some of
its metabolites are interfering with viral RNAdependent RNA polymerase, while remdesivir can
interact with viral protease [32], which interaction
we have analyzed here. Activity of retroviral
proteases is one of the critical steps in viral
replication as this enzyme cleaves newly
synthetized viral poly proteins to create mature
protein components of an infectious virion. We
have previously analyzed retroviral protease
proteins and we have identified common RRM
characteristic frequency at fr=0.0586±0.0040 as
described in reference [33] and presented in Figure
3.

corresponding RRM frequencies to be for
remdesivir small molecule between 0.057-0.065,
as highlighted in yellow in Figure 3. All
intermediate calculations for remdesivir small
molecule using formulas presented within
Methods section have been presented within Table
1. The RRM frequency range for remdesivir
overlaps characteristic RRM frequency for
retroviral protease at fr=0.0586±0.0040. As there
is common frequency between characteristic RRM
frequency of retroviral proteases and RRM
frequency for remdesivir small molecules, we
propose that remdesivir, as an approved antiretroviral drug is acting on retroviral proteases
through energy resonance at RRM frequency
fr=0.0586±0.0040. This result is an example of
how our hypothesis, that interaction between small
molecules and related receptors/proteins is based
on resonant electromagnetic recognition at specific
frequency, can be used in future for preselection of
medical drugs and better understanding of their
activity as well.
Interaction between Hydroxychloroquine and
SARS-CoV-2 Spike Proteins
SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins, which are on the
surface of coronavirus, are the first to approach
and recognize host cells [34]. Thus, we have
analyzed
spike
proteins
from
different
coronaviruses with the aim to find out if there is
any common component that can characterize
spikes recognition and interaction with host cells.
When we have analyzed spike proteins from
different coronaviruses, from UniProt database, as
listed in Appendix, using the RRM, the most
prominent common RRM frequency has been
found at fh=0.2827+0.0009, as presented in Figure
4.

Figure 3. RRM cross-spectrum of retroviral
protease
proteins.
The
common
RRM
characteristic frequency is at fr=0.0586±0.0040.
RRM frequency range for remdesivir small
molecule between 0.057-0.065 highlighted in
yellow.
We have tested if remdesivir, as already approved
anti-retroviral drug, can interact with retroviral
protease through energy resonances as proposed
above. Using the chemical formula for remdesivir
(C27H35N6O8P) as small molecules, we have
calculated energy of free electrons within these
small molecules to be at Er=0.0191Ry. For this
energy and refraction index for proteins, between
1.36–1.55 [25], we have calculated the
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Figure 4. RRM cross-spectrum of spike proteins.
The common RRM characteristic frequency is at
fh=0.2827±0.0009. RRM frequency range for
hydroxychloroquine small molecule between 0.260.30 highlighted in yellow.
It is interesting to note that there is one unique
common characteristic for all analyzed spike
proteins from many different coronaviruses. This
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would mean that all coronaviruses have one and
the same RRM characteristic frequency
fh=0.2827±0.0009,
characterizing
viral
recognition and interaction with host cells. Thus,
there is possibility to interfere with frequency fh
and prevent the very first step of viral infection by
using small molecule drugs. One of such
candidates is hydroxychloroquine, which has been
already clinically tested for treatment of COVID19 patients [1-2].
Using
the
chemical
formula
for
hydroxychloroquine
small
molecule
(C18H26N3ClO), we have calculated, as described
in Methods section, energy of free electrons within
hydroxychloroquine small molecule to be at
Eh=0.0874Ry. For this energy and refraction index
for proteins, which is between 1.36-1.55 [25], we
have calculated the corresponding RRM frequency
for hydroxychloroquine small molecule to be
between 0.26-0.30, as highlighted in yellow in
Figure 4. All intermediate calculations for
hydroxychloroquine small molecule using
formulas presented within Methods section have
been presented within Table 1 below. Strikingly,
this RRM frequency range for hydroxychloroquine
small molecule overlaps characteristic RRM
frequency for SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins, which
is at fh=0.2827±0.0009. As there is overlap
between characteristic RRM frequency fh for
coronavirus spike proteins including SARS-CoV-2
and RRM frequency for hydroxychloroquine small
molecules, we propose that hydroxychloroquine
could interact with SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins
and thus could be efficient in the first phase of
infection by neutralising activity of spike proteins
on the surface of coronavirus and thus preventing
initial viral infection.
Interaction between Chloroquine and COVID19 Viral Entry into Host Cells
The next step of viral infection is interaction
between coronavirus spike S1 fragments and
receptors on the surface of host cells. The main
entry point into host cells for some coronaviruses,
including HCoV-NL63, SARS-CoV (the virus that
causes SARS) [35] and SARS-CoV-2 (the virus
that causes COVID-19) is angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is attached to outer
surface of cell membranes of cells in the lungs,
arteries, heart, kidney and intestines [36]. More
specifically, the binding of the spike S1 protein
fragments of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 to the
enzymatic domain of ACE2 on the surface of cells
results in endocytosis and translocation of both the
virus and the enzyme into endosomes located
within cells [34].
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When we have analyzed spike S1 fragments and
ACE2 receptors, from UniProt database, as listed
in Appendix, the prominent common characteristic
frequency appears to be at fc=0.3145±0.0019,
characterising their mutual interaction, as
presented in Figure 5 [12].

Figure 5. RRM cross-spectrum of spike S1
fragments from coronaviruses affecting humans
and ACE2 receptors with common characteristic
frequency of fc=0.3145±0.0019. RRM frequency
range for chloroquine small molecule between
0.30-0.33 highlighted in yellow.
In addition, we have proposed that there is
additional substrate for S1 spikes RBC Band3,
which is on the surface of red blood cells [12].
When S1 spikes have been compared with RBC
Band3 proteins the same common characteristic
frequency
fc=0.3145±0.0019
appears
characterizing their interaction. We have
speculated that this viral interaction with RBC
Band3 proteins on red blood cells is the cause of
hypoxia in severe cases of COVID-19 [12]. It is
interesting to note that RBC Band3 protein has
been already found to be entry point for malaria
parasite agents, merozoites from plasmodium
falciparum into red blood cells [37] and this could
be the reason why malaria drugs could be efficient
in treatment of COVID-19. Thus, we have
analysed chloroquine, approved malaria drug, as
possible small molecule that can interfere with
viral interaction with the cell either through ACE2
or RBC Band3.
Using the chemical formula for chloroquine small
molecule (C18H26N3Cl), we have calculated energy
of free electrons within chloroquine small
molecule to be at Ec=0.0946Ry. The interaction
between spike S1 fragments and corresponding
cell membrane receptors occurs within cell
membrane, so for further calculations we have
used the refraction index for cell membranes,
which is between 1.46-1.60 [25]. For energy Ec
and refraction index for cell membrane, we have
calculated the corresponding RRM frequency for
chloroquine small molecule to be between 0.300.33, as highlighted in yellow in Figure 5. All
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intermediate calculations for chloroquine small
molecule using formulas presented within
Methods section have been presented within Table
1 below. Strikingly again, this RRM frequency
range for chloroquine small molecule overlaps
characteristic
RRM
frequency
at
fc=0.3145±0.0019, for S1 fragments of
coronavirus spike proteins (including SARS-CoV2) and their interaction with ACE2 receptors
and/or RBC Band3 proteins. As this frequency fc,
which is characterizing interaction between SARSCoV-2 S1 fragments with ACE2 receptors and/or
RBC Band3 proteins, overlaps with RRM

frequency for chloroquine small molecules, we
propose that chloroquine could interfere with this
interaction and thus could prevent viral entry into
the host cells.
Results Summary
The results for all examples above have been
summarized within Table 1, with all intermediate
calculations for small molecules using formulas
presented in Methods section, as well as related
protein’s
RRM
characteristic
frequencies.

Table 1. Summarized results for all examples with all intermediate calculations using formulas presented in
Methods section and characteristic RRM frequency for related proteins.
Discussion and Conclusion
With the rapid development of biotechnology and
specially pharmacology, there is busy time for drug
and medication developments. Lot of those
developments are based on trial and error approach
within biochemical experiments, which are time and
resource consuming, as well as costly. So, there is
large demand for computational rational drug
preselection and design models. The most of existing
computational models are based on 3D and
electrostatic fit (docking) between small molecule
and related substrate. Such approaches are not
considering general functionality of substrates with
similar biological function, nor long distance specific
recognition between small molecules and their
substrates. Here, we propose the completely new
approach for preselection of bioactive drugs (small
molecules) based on electromagnetic energy
resonances
between
small
molecules
and
substrates/proteins considering long distance
selective resonance, as well as common biological
functionality of related substrates/proteins.
We have previously established Resonant
Recognition Model (RRM), which proposes that
selectivity of biological interactions and functions
between proteins, DNA/RNA, is based on resonant
electromagnetic
energy
between
interacting
macromolecules at the specific frequency for the
specific interaction/function. This RRM frequency is
related to periodicities (frequencies) of free electron
energies along protein, DNA/RNA macromolecules.
However, this approach cannot be applied for
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interactions between proteins and small molecules, as
small molecules are not linear sequential molecules,
although they still selectively interact with proteins.
Thus, we propose that small molecules selective
interactions with proteins are also based on
electromagnetic resonant recognition. Here, we have
expanded the RRM model with the idea of selective
electromagnetic resonant recognition to interaction of
small molecules with proteins. For that purpose, we
propose that energies of free electrons in small
molecules are the most relevant for such resonant
energy recognition. Thus, we have here calculated
energies of free electrons within the small molecule
and corresponding wavelength using quantum
mechanics de Broglie formula. These wavelengths
(frequencies) have been compared with RRM
characteristic frequencies for relevant interacting
proteins with the idea of checking if calculated
frequencies for small molecules and interacting
proteins are overlapping and enabling resonant
recognition.
To support this idea, we have presented here two
natural examples of small molecules interactions
with related receptors, namely: cannabinoids with
cannabinoid receptors, kainic acid (kainate) with
glutamate kainic receptors as well as application to
already approved drugs, which are also potential
COVID-19 drugs including remdesivir, chloroquine
and hydroxychloroquine for their ability to interact
with viral proteins and thus interfere with viral
infection. All these examples have shown that
electromagnetic frequencies of free electrons within
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the small molecules are overlapping the characteristic
RRM frequencies of related receptors/proteins,
indicating that interactions between small molecules
and related receptors/proteins are indeed based on
resonant electromagnetic energy at specific frequency
for specific interaction.
In case of remdesivir, which is already approved as
retroviral drug, we found that it can interact, based on
extended RRM using resonant energy transfer, with
viral protease. Remdesivir inhibits production of viral
RNA and the mechanism how it is happening is not
yet well explained. Some of its metabolites are
interfering with viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase, but there are also predictions that
remdesivir can interact with viral protease [32],
which we have analyzed here. Activity of retroviral
proteases is one of the critical steps in viral
replication as this enzyme cleaves newly synthetized
viral poly proteins to create mature protein
components of an infectious virion.
In case of hydroxychloroquine, we have found that
RRM frequency corresponding to energy of free
electrons within hydroxychloroquine corresponds to
RRM frequency characterizing coronavirus spike
proteins including SARS-CoV-2. Thus, we propose
that hydroxychloroquine could interfere with activity
of coronavirus spike proteins and as such could be
efficient treatment for the first phase of SARS-CoV-2
infection by neutralising activity of spike proteins on
the surface of coronavirus and preventing initial viral
infection.
In case of chloroquine, we have found that RRM
frequency corresponding to energy of free electrons
within chloroquine corresponds to RRM frequency
characterizing interaction between S1 fragments of
coronavirus spike proteins including SARS-CoV-2
and related receptors. Thus, we propose that
chloroquine could impede interaction between S1
fragments of coronavirus spike proteins and related
receptors, preventing viral entry into the host cells
and as such could be considered as efficient treatment
for COVID-19 in later stages of infection.
Interestingly, in all three cases of proposed drugs for
treatment of COVID-19 (hydroxychloroquine,
chloroquine, remdesivir), we have found absolute
overlap between RRM characteristic frequencies of
corona viral proteins and characteristic frequencies of
related drugs, indicating that in all three cases the
proposed drugs could be efficient for COVID-19
treatments, but in different ways through interactions
with different viral proteins at different stages of
COVID-19 viral infection.
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The presented extension of the RRM model is aimed
generally to aid developments within pharmaceutical
industry towards finding the whole variety of
effective drugs (small molecules), satisfying demand
for pre-selective computational methods capable of
quick preselection of small molecules before they are
chemically and biologically tested. We have here
proposed the extension of RRM model, which
represents quick preselection method that could
significantly narrow down number of experimentally
tested potential molecular candidates and thus would
enormously save resources, time and costs involved
in discovery of new drugs, and consequently would
provide quicker and better health outcomes.
Bearing in mind all the above, the extended RRM
model is opening completely new avenues towards,
not only understanding protein, DNA/RNA
selectivity of interactions, but also understanding
selectivity of interactions between small molecules
and
related
receptors/proteins.
With
such
understanding, we are opening new horizons for
pharmaceutical
industry,
drug
design
and
biochemistry in general.
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Appendix
The protein sequences from UniProt Database analyzed using the
RRM model:
Cannabis receptors: P20272, P21554, P47746, P56971, O02777,
Q5IS73, Q71SP5, P34972, Q9QZN9, P47936, Q9Y2T6, Q3UJF0,
Q9Y2T5, O35433, Q704Y3, Q8NER1, Q6R5A3, Q6RX08,
Q697L1, Q96F85, Q5M8N0, Q5M7A7, Q17QM9, Q9GKT6.
Glutamate kainic receptors: P39086, Q38PU4, Q60934, P22756,
R8QF68, Q13002, Q38PU3, P39087, P42260, Q91755, Q13003,
Q38PU2, B1AS29, P42264, Q16099, Q8BMF5, Q5IS46, Q01812,
Q16478, Q61626, Q63273.
Cleaved, active spike proteins: K9N5Q8, Q5MQD0, Q14EB0,
Q0ZME7, P36334, P59594,
P11224, P11225, Q8BB25, Q9IKD1, P05135, P11223, Q0Q466,
P36300, Q65984, Q7T6T3, P15423, Q6Q1S2, P18450, P33470,
P07946, P27655, P24413, Q01977, P10033, Q91AV1 and
QHD43416.1.
S1 fragment spike proteins: P0DTC2, P15423, P36334, Q6Q1S2,
P59594, K9N5Q8, Q0ZME7, Q5MQD0, Q14EB0.
ACE2 receptors: Q5EGZ1, Q56NL1, Q9BYF1, Q8R0I0, Q59RR0,
P21192,
Q56H28,
Q58DD0,
Q5RFN1,
Q6FJQ9
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